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Figure 4. Differential expression tab from the single cell toolkit. 
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Figure 2. tSNE dimensionality reduction visualization of pleural effusion cancer cells from 
before/after chemotherapy. (Brady, et al. Nat. Comm 2018)
Figure 3. Pathway activity 
predictions for scRNA-Seq data from 
a breast cancer patient. Subclones
identified by CNV analysis. (a) Post 
treatment samples indicate an 
increase in KRAS and RAF1 signaling, 
which could point to a method of 
drug resistance. (b) Similar pathway 
activity increases in K-Ras G12V are 
observed in other breast cancer 
patients profiled using ASSIGN. By 
identifying pathway activity changes 
in response to specific cancer 
treatments, it may be possible to 
identify effective treatments for 
breast cancer patients.
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Differential Expression Analysis
We used the R and R/Shiny to create a package
and interactive web browser based framework
for scRNA-Seq analysis. The R package consists of
more than 40 functions (see below). In the Shiny
app, users are presented with drop down menus,
sliders, and checkboxes (to the right) and
analysis modules automatically run in the
background and display results back to the user
when they are complete. Modules include data
filtering, visualization, clustering (Figure 2),
differential expression, and pathway analysis are
available in the toolkit. Users can complete an
entire scRNA-Seq workflow interactively through
the Shiny app, save their analysis in the object
and import this object in the future to
update/modify their results. Raw data and
results are stored in a SCTKExperiment, an
extension of the SingleCellExperiment object,
which allows for efficient storage of large
matrices as well as preliminary analysis results.
All code is written in modules that can be run
from the R console to allow advanced users to
create pipelines and perform automated
analysis.
Subsampling and Sample Size
Pathway Analysis(GSVA & EnrichR)
The single cell toolkit is under active development on GitHub and is
available on Bioconductor. The currently available modules allow a user
to perform differential expression analysis (Figure 4) using methods like
limma, DESeq2 etc., and perform downsampling analysis on their data.
Additional modules include users to perform pathway activity analysis
(Figure 3) along with gene set enrichment analysis and additional
commonly performed single cell analysis techniques. To deep dive into
each of the differentially expressed genes, there are methods such as
‘Visualize’ which is incorporated with different plotting methods (Figure
5) giving researchers a close look at each gene’s activity with respect to
a given condition. Extensions to the SingleCellExperiment object allow
users to store additional analysis results within the object, providing a
convenient way to store data and results for quick visualization and
export to other tools. Advanced techniques like import saved object
into the toolkit to update/modify existing data is also supported. The
single cell toolkit allows novice users with little to no R console
experience to perform scRNA-Seq analysis and allows more advanced
users to quickly create visualizations and modify parameters without
having to write a script.
Objectives: Single cell RNA-sequencing (scRNA-Seq) techniques allow
researchers to explore the transcriptional landscape of a sample at the
resolution of the individual cell. In the context of cancer, scRNA-Seq can
identify the subclonality of a tumor sample to improve our ability to identify
the cell-specific mechanisms that drive tumor growth and can characterize
different cellular populations within the tumor microenvironment. Due to
the sparseness of scRNA-Seq results, dataset specific filtering and
normalization steps are sometimes needed. As the popularity of scRNA-Seq
increases, there is need for user-friendly R based pipelines for scRNA-Seq
analysis for both new and experienced users.
Methods: We have developed the single cell toolkit (SCTK), an R package and
interactive Shiny toolkit for scRNA-Seq data analysis. We have included
methods for quality control, visualization, batch correction, differential
expression, pathway activity prediction, and sample size and study design.
These methods can be run via the R console or directly through the Shiny
interface for researchers without extensive training in bioinformatics.
Results: We used several example datasets to demonstrate the effectiveness
of the SCTK package and interface, as illustrated in both the interactive
interface or using only the functions available on the R console. Examples
include scRNA-Seq data from mucosal-associated invariant T cells, induced
pluripotent stem cells, and tumor cells from breast cancer patients to
identify pathway activity in response to treatment.
Conclusion: Enabling researchers to perform scRNA-Seq analysis using both
a convenient interface and or powerful command line tools with enable
both advanced and new users wishing to perform this type of analysis.
Figure 1. (above) Filtering 
options available in the 
interface. (below) list of 
functions in the R package
The single cell toolkit has been used to visualize, explore, and analyze
several example datasets. Single cell sequencing was performed on
four breast cancer patients pre-treatment and post-treatment. The
resulting scRNA-Seq data was visualized and analyzed in the single cell
toolkit and using our pathway activity prediction toolkit ASSIGN. For
one patient (Figure 3a), significant differences in important growth
factor receptor network pathway activity levels were identified. After
identifying tumor subclones by CNV analysis, the cells were profiled
using ASSIGN. Pre-treatment timepoint showed lower K-Ras G12V, K-
Ras Q61H, BAD, and RAF1 pathway activity when compared to the
post-treatment timepoints. This could indicate that tumor cells present
after treatment show elevated pathway activity levels, perhaps to
avoid immune response against the tumor. Similar increases in K-Ras
G12V pathway activity in post-treatment single cell samples were
identified in other breast cancer samples profiled using ASSIGN (Figure
3b).
http://bit.ly/CBMsctk
Figure 5. Example screenshots and 
functionalities in the singleCellTK including 
data summary/filtering, clustering and 
dimension reduction, gene-wise visualization 
(violin plots), differential expression (MAST) 
and Batch correction. 
